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UPCOMING PARENTS' VISIT
PICTURE DAY
TUESDAY, MAY 3
We will be taking class photos on
Tuesday, May 3. These photos will
be taken outdoors, and if the
weather does not permit, our rain
date will be Wednesday, May 4.
We will not be taking individual
photos of the children, as it takes
them out of the classroom for too
long and is often disruptive to our
young children. Watch for your
Picture Day flyer and order form!

Parents' Visit on Saturday, May 7
Please plan to come with your Primary and Elementary children to the
Parents' Visit on May 7th between 9:00 and 10:30 am. You will get the
opportunity to see what your child has been working on in the classroom
this year. Your child may choose a couple of different materials to show
you during that time. It's an open house format, so there's no need to stay
the entire time. Because the Father's Visit was cancelled due to Covid, this
will be our first time back in the classrooms with everyone together, so
please be considerate of others if the room gets crowded. If you have
more than one child coming on Saturday, drop your older child in their
classroom and spend time with your younger child first. This is a joyful day
for both you and your child!
The Spring Book Fair will be on display that morning, and it will be open
on Monday and Tuesday, May 9 and 10, if you wish to purchase anything.
Plan to stock up on great summer reads for you and your children!

THE SPRING BOOK FAIR WILL BE IN THE MAIN HALLWAY OF
THE SCHOOL ON MONDAY AND TUESDAY, MAY 9 AND 10!

UPCOMING EVENTS
APRIL 12 • 6:00 PM
Montessori Today Book
Discussion (for 6-12 parents)
APRIL 15 • 11:30 AM
Early dismissal
APRIL 20 • 6:00 PM
Montessori: A Modern Approach
Book Discussion (for 3-6 parents)
MAY 3
Picture Day
MAY 7 • 9:00 - 10:30 AM
Parents' Classroom Visit (for
Primary and Elementary)
MAY 9 - 10
Spring Book Fair

Forest Bluff

School Journals
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SPRING IS HERE!

...AND WITH IT COMES LOTS OF MUD AND MORE TIME OUTSIDE!

How lovely to hear the birds singing and
to feel the warmth of the sun, now that
it's spring!
Accompanying the season of new life
are baby plants pushing through the
soil, mud on boots and floors, and the
opportunity to work and explore
outside on our beautiful grounds.
We are preparing for a prairie burn in
the next few weeks. Burning the prairie

In preparation for the burn and to allow
our grassy areas to grow, we ask that
you and your children stay on the
sidewalks. Once the burn is completed,
we will put up stakes and ropes to keep
the prairie safe, so that the seedlings
that sprout have a chance to grow.

" WHEN CHILDREN COME
INTO CONTACT WITH
NATURE, THEY REVEAL THEIR
STRENGTH. "

Once the plants of the prairie have
established themselves, the children
may begin exploring the prairie and
studying its endless offerings. This is

young child's hand and walk directly
from your car to their classroom door,
which allows the children to walk calmly
into their classroom and get right to
work. Elementary children should also
walk to their classrooms in the morning.

" THERE IS NO DESCRIPTION, NO IMAGE IN ANY BOOK
THAT IS CAPABLE OF REPLACING THE SIGHT OF REAL TREES,
AND ALL THE LIFE TO BE FOUND AROUND THEM, IN A REAL
FOREST. SOMETHING EMANATES FROM THOSE TREES
WHICH SPEAKS TO THE SOUL, SOMETHING NO BOOK,
NO MUSEUM IS CAPABLE OF GIVING."
- DR. MARIA MONTESSORI
encourages the growth of new plants,
restores nutrients to the soil, and
prevents invasive species from taking
over the native plants that grow in our
prairie.

often done as an introduction or followup to their scientific lessons within the
classroom. Thank you for your patience
as we care for the health and
sustenance of our "outdoor classroom."

As soon as the burn is done, new wood
chips will be added to define the
walking pathways through the prairie.

As tempting as it is to run through the
prairie or walk around the circle of tree
stumps, we ask that you hold your

- DR. MARIA MONTESSORI

Your children must bring a pair of
indoor tie shoes every day, unless they
would like to leave a pair at school. The
mud that is tracked into the classrooms
at this time of year is plentiful, and we
appreciate you helping your children
remember to bring their shoes to school
each day.
Finally, make sure your Elementary
child's library card is updated with the
Lake Bluff Public Library, as some of
them may begin to walk to the library in
the next couple of months. They have
practiced walking the route to the
library and hope to return to that
tradition as soon as they demonstrate
the needed responsibility. Thank you for
your care of our environment!!

